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This CSE HF 358 is beginning to sound more like a communistic attempt to control what children and
teens are indoctrinated with in the school system without parental input. There is, in my opinion, no
reason to be teaching children and teens Comprehensive Sex Education in the school settings. This is
a personal family choice of what parents/guardians want their children to know at the appropriate
age they choose to teach their children about sexual matters.
According to the FBI, sexual predators “groom” children and teens with pornographic images and
explicit sexual instruction to remove natural defenses which then desensitizes youth to sexual
advances and actions on the part of predators.
Teaching children as young as 4 years old and older curriculum on sexuality is not protecting them
from incestuous perverted adult actions in families and in communities at large. It sets them up for
sex trafficking and rape as their boundaries are lowered in being subjected to approaches. Teaching
CSE is a gateway for permissiveness and sexual exploration as they are taught it is okay to look at
sexual materials and explore your sexuality at an exceedingly early age without parental consent.
Take a look at the books by Robie H. Harris: ‘Perfectly Normal’, ‘It’s Not the Stork’, and ‘It’s so
Amazing’ if you want to see some of the curriculum Planned Parenthood plans to include if they are
given the green light to move into our schools. These books are so pornographic that they cannot be
shown at meetings to show adults the content and pictures – and you want this taught to innocent
children? What parent would want their child subjected to mentally sick degenerated materials
produced by the government and planned parenthood? None that I know.
Planned Parenthood ‘s biggest dream would come true – sexualize children and teens and ready
them for underaged sex outside of the bonds of marriage to obtain more pregnancies which equal
more abortions = more money for greedy planned parenthood. Their curriculum would teach children
gender identity confusion, explicit sexual graphic instruction, and how to keep parents out of decision
making.
I would say knowing these facts is a call to action for ALL parents to be forever vigilant of what is
being taught in their schools. Go to your districts and demand to see what curriculum is being taught
in all areas from history to racism to sex education. It is your right to protect your children. You can
choose to look the other way while these atrocities happen in schools, but you can never say you did
not know – because now you do know. The state needs to get out of the business of sex education.
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